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Rancho San Martín
ACCESS: Rancho San Martín is a gated community, although the trails throughout

the development are open to the public. Therefore, the plan for staging is to use
the Archie Moore Staging Area. The actual trail link between the two is in a
state of flux as of this writing due to the development going on in this area, and
may not be clearly marked, depending upon when you decide to use this trail.
As an alternative, trail users may always park alongside Traylor Rd. which is a
public road but fairly quiet due to the limited number of homes accessed by it.
There is no pull-through area, however, so if you have a horse trailer, you will
have to pull into a side street and back up to get out again.
LENGTH AND ELEVATION: _____ miles one way; ____’ to ____’.
DESCRIPTION: Starting from Traylor Rd., there is a trail opening next to Rancho

San Martín’s gate, between 2 rock pillars. The trail then opens into the
community and follows along the east side of San Martín Drive. At Amarillo
Road you can make a left and journey down to the end of this roadway where
you must currently turn around and come back to San Martín. Continuing on,
you will come to a point where the road ends and you’ll turn left onto Sundance
Drive. This section of trail also continues to the end of the road and dead ends
there for the time being. This trail may someday connect through to the Rancho
Sueño development.
Turning around once again, you can come back to the intersection of Sundance
and San Martín to the most scenic section of trail. Here, look for the trail signs
that lead you up the small hill on a trail that follows along the back of several
properties. A spur to the right travels beneath a small oak pruned to an arbor
over the trail and ends at the intersection of Highlander Drive and Tartan
Terrace, in the development known as The Highlander. This trail should
ultimately continue to both Highland Valley Road as well as Archie Moore
Road and the Staging Area there. Coming back to the T where the spur started,
the trail user continues straight for another 50 feet before veering off to the left
onto an old dirt road which almost immediately forks again.
Especially since these trails are adjacent to homes, please be respectful of their
property and privacy – stay on the marked trails and be very careful to take any
trash back out with you for proper disposal at home.
RECOMMENDED
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USES:

Suitable for all non-motorized recreational use.
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